
WEEKLY REPORT ON GOOGLE CLASSROOM
CLASS-XI (Commerce)

Reporting Period 16th  NOV to   30th NOV. 2021
Students attended online sessions of all the subjects through Google classroom app and 
were provided the following assignments, worksheets,videos and online academic material 
and links to enhance the learning outcome.

I conducted the assembly as per the guidelines.

Class Teacher: Rashmi Soni

SUBJECT

AND SUBJECT
TEACHER

TOPICS
COVERED

LINK
/ASSIGNMENT
UPLOADED ON
GOOGLE
CLASSROOM

ASSESSMENT
TAKEN (YES/NO)
(QUIZ/GRADED
TEST/VIVA/GOOGL
E FORM/GROUP
DISCUSSION)

MODE OF
TEACHING AND
ADDITIONAL
LINKS VIDEO/PPT
PROVIDED TO
SUPPLEMENT
THE TEACHING

ENGLISH

Ms NAYYER A
KHAN

Below mentioned
topics have been
covered during this
week.
6-The Ailing
Planet
Note Making
Grammar[Gap
filling,Rearrange
the words and
tenses [Present]
Enquiry letter
[Formal Letter
Writing]

Offline classes have
been conducted during
this period and
assignments were
uploaded on Google
Classroom.

Through written
assignment [Classwork
and Homework]

Explanations through
written assignment
[Classwork and
Homework]

HINDI
Ms ANURADHA
SHRIVASTAVA

पाठ- जनसचंार
मा�यम

वाचन
समझाना
अ�यास-��न

ऑन लाइन �लास हाँ क�ाकाय� तथा
गहृकाय� के �वारा

पाठ का वाचन काय�
कराया तथा पाठ
समझाया।

पाठ के अ�यास ��न
पछेू तथा समझाए।



BUSINESS
STUDIES

Ms. PRATIKSHA
SHARMA

Below mentioned
topics have been
covered during this
week.

Chapter 8
Small Business

Offline classes  were
conducted in the school
during this period.

Worksheet,Home and
Classroom assignments
have been assigned to
solve through Class
group.

Explanation was
given through offline
classes at school.

ACCOUNTANCY

Ms. PRATIKSHA
SHARMA

Below mentioned
topics have been
covered :

Final Accounts
with adjustments

1. Income
statement

2. Position
statement

Offline classes  were
conducted in the school
during this period.

Worksheet,Home and
Classroom assignments
have been assigned to
solve through  Class
group.

Explanations through
Offline  classes were
done.
Assignments to note
were sent through
screenshot images and
pdf file and uploaded
.Self prepared notes
of the chapter
provided .
Online classes were
conducted and
assignments were
shared on Google
Classroom.

ECONOMICS

Ms. RASHMI
SONI

Measures of
despersion
Coefficient of
range
Mean deviations
from mean .

Offline classes is taken
and also class test is
taken after the
completion of chapter .

Worksheet,Home and
Classroom assignments
have been assigned to
solve through Google
classroom and Class
group.link has been
sent to solve the quiz
and worksheet.

Explanations through
Offline classes were
done.
Assignments to note
were sent through
screenshot images and
pdf file and uploaded
.Self prepared notes
of the chapter
provided .

IP

Mr.Ankur Sharma

Use and Select
command, Scalar
expression with the
selected fields,
Using Column
Aliases, Handling
null using ifnull()
function, putting
text in the query
result, selecting
specific rows,
applying relational

Offline classes have
been conducted during
this period.

Yes through classwork
and oral questioning.

Explanation was
given through offline
classes at school.



and logical
operators in the
expression

Condition based on
a Range, list,
pattern matches

Searching for
NULL, Operator
Precedence, Order
By Clause, update,
delete and drop
command

Alter table
command: Adding
columns,
Modifying column
definition,
Changing a
column name,
integrity
constraint, default
values, changing a
table’s name

PE

Mr NITIN
JAISWAL

Unit-7

Test,
Measurements and
Evaluation

SOMATO TYPES

Ectomorphic

Measurement of
health related
fitness

Unit-10

Training and
Doping in Sports

Meaning and
concept of training

Offline classes  were
conducted in the school
during this period.

Yes
Through written
assignment [Classwork
and Homework]

Explanation was
given through offline
classes.



Principals of sports
training

Warning-up

Importance of
warming-up

Limbering down
and it's importance

Terminologies
used in training
process

Evidences for reference

HINDI ENGLISH BST

Evidence is not available as classes
were conducted offline.

Evidence is not available as
classes were conducted offline. Evidence is not available as

classes were conducted offline

ACCOUNTANCY IP

Evidence is not available as
classes were conducted offline.

PE ECONOMICS



Evidence is not available as classes
were conducted offline

REPORT SUBMITTED BY
RASHMI SONI


